
Thank you for buying P2000.
 
This Kontakt 5 instrument uses samples that have been processed using the
sampling engine of a prophet 2000 and 2002 sampler.

P2000 comes with 1368 Samples, and over 200 snapshots, each grouped into separate folders for ease of access.
If you want to use the included snapshots you need to copy the snapshot folders included in your download into the correct 
location on your computer for Kontakt to find them. Copy the folder called Synth Magic P2000 in the snapshots folder to the
snapshots folder on your hard drive inside the Native Instruments folder(see below for file paths).
The easiest way to locate this folder is to open up Kontakt by clicking the ‘Wrench’ icon and then clicking ‘Instrument Options’.
Then choose the ‘Snapshot’ section and click ‘Show’.
NOTE: Please ensure you install snapshots properly to get the most out of P2000. After you have placed them in the 
correct location they will appear in the snapshot browser.

MAC OS : Users\<username>\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt\Synth Magic P2000
WINDOWS: C:\Users\<username>\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt\Synth Magic P2000                                                                                                                                                                                                      

IMPORTANT - LOADING SNAPSHOTS
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Click wrench

Click Instrument options

Click Snapshots



Overview of instrument. 
 P2000 consists of 2 seperate parts.

1)...The main synth section.
2)...The effects and Arpeggiator.

 

The main controls are easy to use and understand and are similar
to those on a conventional synthesiser. 

There are over 1300 samples arranged into 3 banks. To select a
set of samples click Bank 1,2 or 3 and then select 1-12.

The filter also has the ability to have the attack and decay
portion of its envelope controlled by velocity.

It is also possible to invert velocity for filter attack and decay by using
the INV buttons.

Filter can be controlled using velocity to control cutoff and 
resonance and modwheel can control filter cutoff.

LFO depth can also be controlled using the modwheel of your
controller keyboard.

Filter env amount is bi-polar with central setting having no effect on
the ADSR.

Clicking P2000 logo will create
random patches.



EFFECTS Section.
The effects section is self explanatory with each effect being activated by its power on button.

Credits.

Sampling/scripting and presets by Stephen Porter(Synth Magic)
         GUI and graphics design by Glyn Lloyd (Kontakt Hub). 
        
         Thanks to everyone who buys my instruments: Your continued support ensures the development of new products.
         Thank you, Stephen Porter.

The 3D controller can be used to manipulate and alter
various parameters of effects, filter settings and LFO
settings with a single movement of the 3D controller.

To select a destination, simply click the menu on the right
of the 3D controller and choose from the list.

You can also specify a % (ie how much to effect) and also 
choose to inverse the effect.
ie if inverse is selected and you move the 3D ball upwards
then the effect would be decreased instead of increased.

It is also possible to specify movement in the X-axis.

NB If you select the same destination in two different slots, then the highest destination slot will take precedence over the 
lower destination. Also, if the 3D ball is manipulating Flange FB or Phaser FB and the ball is moved really quickly, you may
experience some slight clicks. This is to do with how NI have set up the effects and nothing can be done about this. For most 
normal use it will be fine.


